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Chapter 1 : The Opposite - Wikipedia
That Woman Opposite (U.S. City After Midnight) is a British crime drama, directed by Compton Bennett and starring
Phyllis Kirk, Dan O'Herlihy and William calendrierdelascience.com screenplay, also by Bennett, was adapted from John
Dickson Carr's novel The Emperor's Snuff-Box.

Male disposability[ edit ] Anti-misandry graffito scratched into a public table. Activist Warren Farrell has
written of his views on how men are uniquely marginalized in what he calls their "disposability", the manner
in which the most dangerous occupations, notably soldiering and mining, were historically performed
exclusively by men and remain so today. In his book, The Myth of Male Power , Farrell argues that patriarchal
societies do not make rules to benefit men at the expense of women. Radical Feminism in America, â€”,
argued that the radical feminist Valerie Solanas , best known for her attempted murder of Andy Warhol in ,
displayed an extreme level of misandry compared to other radical feminists of the time in her tract the SCUM
Manifesto. She has also criticized separatist strands of feminism as "reactionary" for promoting the notion that
men are inherently immoral, inferior, and unable to help end sexist oppression or benefit from feminism. I
think this will be accompanied by an evolutionary process that will result in a drastic reduction of the
population of males. Young argued that "ideological feminism" as opposed to "egalitarian feminism" has
imposed misandry on culture. In a article, author and journalist Cathy Young described a "current cycle of
misandry" in feminism. Johnson argues in The Gender Knot: Unraveling our Patriarchal Legacy that
accusations of man-hating have been used to put down feminists and to shift attention onto men, reinforcing a
male-centered culture. Ouellette argues in International Encyclopedia of Men and Masculinities that
"misandry lacks the systemic, transhistoric, institutionalized, and legislated antipathy of misogyny"; in his
view, assuming a parallel between misogyny and misandry overly simplifies relations of gender and power.
He argues, misandry is "different from the intensely ad feminam aspect of misogyny that targets women no
matter what they believe or do". Seven against Thebes and the Danaid Trilogy". The most significant point of
contact, however, between Eteocles and the suppliant Danaids is, in fact, their extreme positions with regard to
the opposite sex: In reference to the works of Shakespeare Bloom argued "I cannot think of one instance of
misogyny whereas I would argue that misandry is a strong element. Shakespeare makes perfectly clear that
women in general have to marry down and that men are narcissistic and not to be trusted and so forth. On the
whole, he gives us a darker vision of human males than human females. For instance, African-American men
have often been disparagingly portrayed as either infantile or as eroticized and hyper-masculine, depending on
prevailing cultural stereotypes. They are not oppressors". Thompson, a feminist author, connects misandry
with envy of men, in particular " penis envy ", a term coined by Sigmund Freud in , in his theory of female
sexual development. We are scared, incompetent, and powerless, particularly around women.
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For more words that mean the opposite of woman, try: Antonyms for life. Antonyms for body. Antonyms for fun.
Antonyms for special. Antonyms for big.

The American-born mystery writer John Dickson Carr was most famous for his ability to construct
locked-room puzzles. The solutions to his locked-room crimes ranged from diabolically clever "The Judas
Window" to unbelievably ludicrous "The Problem of the Wire Cage" , but even at his least plausible, you
could always count on Carr to be imaginative and surprising. To be honest, his output was extremely uneven.
Carr was also sometimes guilty of plain bad writing, especially late in his career after he suffered a debilitating
stroke. One of his biggest problems throughout his career was his refusal to allow an editor to make changes to
his work. Carr, like other so-called "Golden Age" detective-story authors, believed in playing fair with the
reader well, most of the time, anyway , and his meant he needed to provide clues to the explanation of his
impossible crimes. These clues, which often depended on specific turns of phrase, might be removed as
"mistakes" by overzealous proofreaders. On the other hand, Carr could also be verbose and ponderous, and his
style particularly his expository dialogue got heavier and less digestible toward the end of his career. Gideon
Fell and Sir Henry Merrivale, are both superbly memorable characters; but his subsidiary heroes are not. His
heroines are even worse: Perhaps realizing how much of an anachronism he had become, Carr turned to
writing historical fiction This is true not only of his technical virtuosity in setting up his impossible crimes, but
equally in his ability to create an uncanny and disturbing atmosphere. Furthermore, Carr had a flair for
slapstick comedy that again, at its best threatened to overshadow his genius for puzzles. He was a major figure
in the history of the mystery. So where, then, are the movies? That Woman Opposite , though, is remarkably
faithful to its source. Rather, the plot brings to the foreground a device Carr usually used in combination with
his locked rooms: She lives in a small community of English ex-pats in a seaside town in France. Having
divorced Ned Atwood her cad of a husband nearly two years before, Eve has recently become engaged to
Toby Lawes, a respectable banker and a bit of a stuffed shirt Eve gets along marvelously well with the Lawes
family, who live just across the street: The family may not be as rich as they once were, but they are a
dignified family, and much concerned with appearances. Ned kept his old key â€” which, by the way, is the
same key for all the buildings on the rue des Anges, which were all constructed by the same builder. Ned
Atwood damn him knows this. As their argument gets more acrimonious, Ned repeats his threat to call old Sir
Maurice to the window Old Lawes is lying dead in his chair, his head a bloody ruin. As Ned summons Eve to
look with him, the pair see a gloved hand reaching through the door to turn out the light. Naturally, it could
only have been one of the high-and-mighty Lawes family, the family Eve thought she was about to marry into
But in her hurry to get him out of the house, she accidentally pushes him down the stairs, where he receives a
nasty bump on the head. Eve sees him safely out of the house and down the street before the police arrive But
this is a night with no wind â€” how did the door get shut? Has her maid, hearing a strange man come up her
stairs in the night, decided to teach Eve a lesson in morals? In spite of some very close calls, Eve does manage
to sneak back into her house without attracting the attention of either the Lawes family or the police.
Unfortunately, her furtive attempts to sneak back into her own house were observed by somebody Somebody
who also managed to smuggle her night-dress out to the police â€” her bloodstained night-dress, with a key in
its pocket that fit the Lawes house. Of course, this somebody is the hostile maid, whom Eve feared had shut
the door behind her. Whoever bludgeoned Sir Maurice Lawes to death in his study also destroyed the antique
he was examining when he died. It was a snuff box, made of rose agate and shaped like a watch, and it had
come with papers that proved it to have been the possession of the Emperor Napoleon. It was priceless, and
delicate Unfortunately for Eve, one of those tiny fragments is found caught the fabric of her gown. The
fragment is damning enough Why on earth would poor Eve want to kill her prospective father-in-law? Well,
there seems to be some evidence about that, too. It seems that Sir Maurice had returned home from picking up
the snuff-box in a troubled frame of mind. Let the Lawes and the neighbors think what they like: Atwood
could not only attest to the fact that Eve was innocent; he could also tell the police whom and what he saw
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through the window. But then Dermot Kinross turns up. Goron has invited Kinross to help him cement his
case against Eve, but almost immediately Kinross realizes that Eve is innocent. Along the way, Toby Lawes
proves to be an even less appealing character than Ned Atwood, who may be a cad but is at least not a
hypocrite. But Kinross has an explanation for everything, even for the damning chip of rose agate. Everything
depends on the testimony of the man who lies unconscious, probably dying, in the hospital nearby And the
movie version is remarkably, unusually, even shockingly faithful to the book. A number of minor details have
been changed in the screenplay of That Woman Opposite , but â€” paradoxically â€” the changes are
necessary to preserve as much of the rest of the novel as possible, while fitting into an eighty-minute running
time. Ned Atwood in the film version is an even bigger blackguard than he is in the book. Wait â€” did I say
undetected? In his last robbery, his getaway car was late arriving, and a policeman noticed him. In the ensuing
fracas, the policeman had been injured â€” fatally, worse luck â€” and the commotion had alerted Sir Maurice
Wilfred Hyde-White to take a look out his window. After Ned leaves, the unfortunate set of coincidences and
betrayals that land Eve in so much trouble are condensed into a single evening, rather than over the course of a
week As for the Lawes family: Goron begins his pursuit of Eve, the surviving members of the family turn
against her much sooner and much more vehemently than in the novel. In the book, his apparent distrust of
Eve turns out to be a colossal misunderstanding; but in the movie, his sudden recognition of Ned as the man
he saw from his window makes him wonder if Eve is part of the burglary plot. This change does little to
enhance the mystery, but it does provide an ironic echo to the upcoming murder: Carr was never noted for the
independence of his heroines, but Eve is an exception. Kirk does a fine job, allowing us to see not only a
valiant woman fighting to prove her innocence, but also a woman inviting suspicion through the information
she feels she must withhold. This change allows the astute Kinross to present the audience with some
important clues, even before the crime has been committed â€” the surprising information about the skeleton
key, for example, as well as other things Kinross is still a friend of M. Goron, but his involvement in a
semi-official capacity helps explain in a slightly more convincing way why Goron keeps him around. In the
movie, though, Kinross is very obviously smitten. He realizes immediately what an inconvenient ninny Toby
is going to turn out to be, and even before the murder, he tries to warn Eve away from making the second big
mistake of her life. This makes Kinross a more engaging character, but the change is really only possible
because Kinross has been introduced to Eve before the murder. Much of the mystery depends on us not seeing
what Ned sees when he looks out of the window for the first time. But taken solely as a movie, existing
independently of the book, That Woman Opposite is solidly average.
Chapter 3 : Gary Oldman Joins Amy Adamsâ€™ â€˜Woman in the Windowâ€™ â€“ Variety
For more words that mean the opposite of women, try: Antonyms for many. Antonyms for occupy. Antonyms for
maturity. Antonyms for community. Antonyms for inhabit.

Chapter 4 : The Opposite Sex () - Rotten Tomatoes
Woman and wapman are complementary, not opposite; the opposite of a woman is a hÃ½pothetic being that wrecks
wombs, ovaries, and XX organelles. (One in negative mass likely can't be constructed as then like charges and quarks
attract each other into unique elements.

Chapter 5 : Misandry - Wikipedia
"The Emperor's Snuff-Box" is one of Carr's best non-series detective stories, and as an adaptation of its source novel,
That Woman Opposite is a remarkable achievement. But taken solely as a movie, existing independently of the book,
That Woman Opposite is solidly average.

Chapter 6 : The Woman Opposite : Jeremy Hughes :
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Contractual Employment. Contract employment is the opposite of at-will employment. Contracts outline the terms of
employment, including the employee's duties, work hours, length of employment, salary and benefits.

Chapter 7 : The Woman in the Window Cast Adds Gary Oldman Opposite Amy Adams â€“ /Film
"The Opposite" is the 86th episode of the NBC sitcom Seinfeld, which was also the 21st episode of the fifth season. It
aired on May 19, This was the first episode shot for Season 5, but it was intended to be the season finale.

Chapter 8 : Woman Synonyms, Woman Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
Unlike "The Women" which is SO fast paced - you almost have to watch it more than once to understand connections.
The Opposite Sex delivers the same humor and "venom" as it were between these women in a much slower paced and
fashionable way.

Chapter 9 : Watch That Woman Opposite Movie - Movietube Online
The woman ancestor kitchen-gardened, spun, wove, and nourished the poultry. Your brother may become entangled in
some way with this woman. She was apt not only to know what she talked about, but she was a woman of resource,
unafraid of action.
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